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Appendix A System architecture and design goals

Appendix A.1 System architecture

The proposed system architecture consists of four entities: data owner (seller), buyer, blockchain, and arbitrator. Both

the data owner and buyer make transactions and maintain the blockchain. The following graph describes the system

architecture.

Figure A1 A framework of our fair data trading

• Data owner: As a data collector, he generates data index list, makes transactions with data payer, performs data

exchange and detonates by contact to obtain charges.

• Data payer: He verifies the effectiveness of data, makes transactions with data owner, deploys smart contracts and

pays for satisfied data.

• Blockchain: It records transactions, publicises parameters, maintains transaction bills between the data owner and

buyer and performs smart contracts.

• Arbitrator: When there exists some disputes, the arbitrator responds to them.

In the system architecture, since the signer uses the public key of the designed verifier seller to make a signature, only

the verifier can verify the signature using his own secrete key. There does not need other authentication scheme. Aiming

at the arbitrator, which likes a court or a police office, only there exists some disputes it will make a judgment. If the

arbitrator is not honest, the arbitrator can also ensures itself to other entities that it is legitimate and is allowed to perform

specified (but not malicious) actions by using the method of Quantum2FA [1].
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Appendix A.2 Design goals

• Completeness: If the data owner and the data payer honestly perform the fair data trading protocol, data owner will

obtain the money and data payer will obtain valid data.

• Fairness: Data owner obtains money and the data payer obtains valid data, otherwise they achieves nothing.

• Accountability: If both data payer and data owner do some mis-behaviors, they lose their deposits.

Appendix B The proof of Theorem 1-8

Theorem 1. The constructed DVDAPS scheme provides Correctness.

Proof. The property of Correctness can be verified by the Dver algorithm.

Theorem 2. If F is a pseudo-random function and f is a one way function, the DVDAPS has EUF-CMA security with

with a negligible probability. Proof. First, we demonstrate that the non-interactive knowledge proof system in this DVDAPS

scheme is simulation sound, extractable under the linear-encryption assumption with soundness error
(4d+2)

p
. Therefore,

this theorem is proven using a sequence of games.

Using the definition of zero knowledge, we constructed two PPT simulators Sim1 and Sim2. Here (crs, vrs, trap) ←
Sim1(1λ,R) and (Â, B̂, Ĉ)← Sim2(crs, u, trap). Suppose that trap = (α, β, δ, s), Sim2 picks random values a, b ∈ Zp and

calculates

C(s) =

ab−αβ−
∑

i∈Ipublic

di(βai(s)+αbi(s)+ci)

δ
.

It generates the LWE-based signature σ = (ẑ, Â, B̂, Ĉ) satisfying Â = Enc(a), B̂ = Enc(b), Ĉ = Enc(C(s)). Thus ct satisfies

the Dver algorithm and its distribution is statistically distinguishable from the output of Dsign.

If, for any non-negligible function negl(λ), a PPT-knowledge-soundness adversary Asnd exixts, an extractor EAsnd
with

witness ω can be constructed to show that the non-interactive proof system in DVDAPS can extract knowledge soundness.

Therefore,, we can compute α, β, δ, s with probability 1− 4d+2
p

using the Schwartz-Zippel lemma.

A(α, β, δ, s) = Aαα+Aββ +Aδδ +A(s) +
∑

i∈Imid

Ai
βai(s)+αbi(s)+ci(s)

δ
+Ah(s)

t(s)
δ

,

we can also construct B(α, β, δ, s) and C(α, β, δ, s) in a similar way, where Aα, Aβ , Aδ, Bα, Bβ , Bδ and Cα, Cβ , Cδ are over

Zp, A(s), Ah(s), B(s), Bh(s), C(s), Ch(s) are the polynomials of degree d.

Let Si be the winning event of the game Gi.

Game G0: The original game.

Game G1: As G0, we modify DkeyGen(1λ), let (crs, τ)← S1,Π(1λ) and store τ .

Both G1 and G0 are indistinguishable under zero knowledge of Π with probability distance less than AdvSimA,Π(λ).

Game G2: Because G1, we modify Dsign and let π ← S2,Π(crs, τ, pk).

Both G2 and G1 are also indistinguishable under zero knowledge of Π with a probability distance less than AdvZKA,Π(λ).

Game G3: Because G2, we modify DkeyGen and Dsign, but let ĉ← Zq in DkeyGen and ρ← Zq in DVsign.

We construct a PRF challenger C against the pesudo-random function F which means ĉ ← C(β̂) in DkeyGen and ρ ←
C(m0) in Dsign. Thus, an adversary distinguishes G3 and G2 means that A distinguishes the PRF from a random function

with a probability distance less than AdvF (λ).

Game G4: Because G3, we trace all (m0, ρ) pairs in Q. If (m′
0, ρ), (m

′′
0 , ρ) ∈ Q exists such that m′

0 ̸= m′′
0 , we abort.

G3 and G4 proceed identically unless an abort event exists. Therefore, the probability distance between them is bounded

by
Qsign

q
, where Qsign denotes the number of signature queries.

Game G5: Because G4, we modify DVsign and let ẑ ← Zq .

Because ρ is uniformly random without being revealed, and ẑ is also uniformly random, G5 and G4 proceed identically.

Game G6: Similar to Game G5, we modify DkeyGen, let (crs, τ, ξ)← Eπ(1λ) and store (τ, ξ).

G6 and G5 are indistinguishable under the simulation sound extractability property of Π.

Game G7: Because G6, we use an extractor to obtain sk∗Σ ← E(crs, ξ, (β̂, ĉ,m0, ẑ1, b̂, Â, B̂, Ĉ), π) and abort if the

extraction fails.

The probability distance between Games G7 and Game G6 is bounded by AdvExt
A,E,Π(λ). Finally, Game G7 presents

a reduction when engaging with an OWF challenger. Thus, the success probability of a successful game is bounded by

AdvExt
A,E,Π(λ).

Hence the probability Pr[S7] is bounded by a negligible probability and the proposed construct scheme provides EUF-

CMA security.

Theorem 3. The proposed DVDAPS scheme provides double signature extractability if the non-interactive proof system is

simulation-sound extractable and the pesudo-random function F is computational fixed value key binding, and the DVDAPS

provides double signature extractability.

Proof. We also use games to prove this theorem. Let Si be the winning event in game Gi. Suppose that m =

(m0,m1),m′ = (m0,m2), σ1 = (·, z1, π1), σ2 = (·, z2, π2).

Game G0: The original double signature extractability game.

Game G1: Because G0, we modify DkeyGen and let (crs, τ)← S1,Π(1λ) and store τ .

Game G2: Because G1, we modify DkeyGen and let (crs, τ, ξ)← E1,Π(1λ) and store ξ.
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Game G3: As G2, but we use the extractor to obtain sk∗PRF ← E1,Π(crs, ξ, pk,m,m′, π) and aborts if the extraction fails.

Game G4: Because G3, if sk∗PRF ̸= skPRF we abort.

From the G0 ⇒ transition G1 ⇒ transition G2 ⇒ transition G3 ⇒ and G4 transitions, the games are indistinguishable

under adaptive zero knowledge, simulation-sound extractability of the proof system and the assumption of fixed-value-key-

binding.

Theorem 4. The proposed DVDAPS scheme provides the signer’s privacy property .

Proof. Because the LWE-based encryption scheme Σ is IND-CCA2-secure with the security parameter λ [?], we construct

an algorithm adversary A′ as follows:

A′ selects a pair of verification keys (skB , pkB) and two pairs of signing keys (skA0
, pkA0

) and (skA1
, pkA1

).

For any signing query, A and A′ answer either A0 or A1 using secret keys. For any verification query, A and A′ answer

B and the decryption oracle uses secret keys.

A outputs a message m∗ and A′ computes its two signatures σ0, σ1 using the Dsign algorithm. Subsequently, A′ queries

signatures and sends these queries to the IND-CCA2 challenger C. C encrypts σb, b ∈ {0, 1}.
A′ sends the challenge to A which is addressed to challenge C.
A outputs a bit b′.

Owing to the definition of A, b′ = b with the advantages AdvPSI−CMA
DVDAPS,A , A′ distinguishes two signatures σ0 and σ1 with

the advantages AdvIND−CCA
DVDAPS,A′ =AdvPSI−CMA

DVDAPS,A .

Thus, the proposed DVDAPS scheme provides signer privacy. This theorem is proven.

Theorem 5. The proposed data-trading protocol has completeness.

Proof. Buyer B and seller Si perform successfully in Phase 1. This means that B makes a signature σ without a double

signature, Si receives d bitcoins as their reward, and B will obtain his/her deposit d′ bitcoins. Therefore, the proposed

data-trading protocol has the property of completeness .

Theorem 6. The proposed data-trading protocol has fairness.

Proof. If there is an honest buyer B and a dishonest seller Si, B receives its deposit; however, B does not receive data

before deadline time t. In this case, Si cannot achieve reward d bitcoins. If Si wants to obtain the deposit d′ bitcoins,

he must run phase 2 with A successfully. Because B can receive the signature from A, a contradiction exists. Thus, the

probability of success for the dishonest seller Si is negligible. If there is a dishonest buyer B and an honest seller Si, B

obtains a true verification result and returns his deposit if B cheats successfully and Si cannot obtain anything. Suppose that

Si receives nothing, the buyer and seller must come to an agreement phase. If the entire computation cannot be completed

before the deadline, Si cannot receive the signature or obtain double signatures on the colliding messages. Otherwise, Si

runs Phase 3 and obtains a deposit with the help of A. This contradicts the assumption. Thus, the probability of success

that Si is negligible after completing the entire computation is negligible.

Theorem 7. The proposed data-trading protocol has accountability.

Proof. Assume that Phase 2 is executed, and before the deadline time, Si does not obtain the signature from A.

Therefore, A conspires with B, or the computation task is not completed before the deadline. In another case, B sends a

signature to A, whereas A does not send it to Si. Thus, we must perform Phase 3. Finally, Si obtains the signature of A

on transaction TD and can obtain the deposit of B, which cannot be obtained.

It is assumed that Phase 3 is executed. If A conspires with Si, it implies that B has completed the entire work. In this

case, it is expedient to perform Phase 2. Subsequently, Si obtains the signature of A on transaction TD, and obtains an

abort token. Si transfers transactions Tget to the blockchain network and they cannot obtain the deposit; however, they

can find the cheating actions of A. This is because A performs both Phase 2 and Phase 3.

Theorem 8. The proposed data-trading protocol has a signer privacy.

Proof. Theorem 8 can be proven using Theorem 4 because the protocol is based on the construction of DVDAPS.

Then we compare the safety goals with some representative data trading schemes. The comparison results are depicted

in the following table B1.

Table B1 The comparison results of schemes

Scheme Auditable Post quantum secure No the third party Fairness Privacy of data

Zhao et al. [4]
√

×
√

× ×
Gao et al. [5]

√
×

√ √
×

Delgado et al. [6]
√

×
√

× ×
Karame et al. [7] × ×

√
× ×

Our construction
√ √ √ √ √

Appendix C Computational cost and performance evaluation

Suppose that ct is the length of the ciphertext of the LWE-based encryption scheme with the security parameter λ. The

length of signature σ is 3|ct| + q. For real applications, we select the size of the plaintext q = 232 − 5, statistical distance
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parameter κ = 32, and dimension of the lattice n = 1470 [2]. The bit length of the proposed construction was evaluated.

The common reference string comprises m+ 2d+ 5 LWE ciphertexts, public key pk, and q. The bit length of the common

reference string (CRS) is λ+ (222 + ♯pk + 1)× logq and the proof size is (3n+ 4)logq. We provide the bit length in Table

C1 using the security parameters recommended in [3], where |CRS| represents the bit size of the common reference string.

Table C1 Parameter comparison

Scheme Circuit Post quantum Proof size |CRS| Assumption

Our construction QAP
√

405.72KB 15.5M Linear-only

We used an Intel i7-7700 CPU @ 3.60GHz and an Ubuntu16 Linux operation system. The extraction algorithm consists

only of a point-multiplication operation in which the running time can be omitted. Figure 2 presents the experimental

results for the construction with different QAP numbers for the input variables. The number of input variables in the QAP

is 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50, and the corresponding degrees of the QAP are 1024, 1024, 1032, 1032, and 1056. Figure 3 shows

the results obtained from the preliminary analysis of the construction for different degrees in QAP, where the QAP degrees

are 2048, 3072, 4096, 5120, and 6140, and the corresponding QAP numbers of variables are 2002, 3002, 4002, 5002, and

6002. Figures 2 and 3 show that, the total running time of DVDAPS was approximately 228 s and 1400 s, respectively. If we

precompute the DkeyGen algorithm, the running time of the proposed algorithm is less than 1 s (Figure 2) and less than 4

s (Figure 3). Some errors may occur because the execution time of the third graph in Figure C1-C2 is considerably small.

In the Dextract algorithm, only a point-multiplication operation exists, and we omit its execution time.

Figure C1 Simulation results of DkeyGen, Dsign and Dver

in DVDAPS.

Figure C2 Simulation results of DkeyGen, Dsign and Dver

in DVDAPS.

We measured the running time of steps 3 and 4 in the data-trading protocol using MATLAB R2019a software on a

desktop with 8 core Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-9700 CPU and 16G RAM running on Windows 10. The machine-learning

algorithm used in this study was a backpropagation (BP) neural network. We normalised the features of the data to the

interval [0,1] before network construction. The BP network was then constructed using the newff function. We constructed

a four-layer network (an input, output, and two hidden layers). The number of nodes in the input layer is the same as

the number of features in each label. We used tansigmoids as the transfer function for the hidden layer. All neurons in

the hidden layers were set to 30. The output layer adopts a linear-transfer function with 0 or 1 nodes. The heart disease

dataset was used to train the BP network. The dataset included 13 features, such as maximum heart rate, resting ECG

results, fasting blood glucose, and serum cholesterol. We adopted a ten-fold cross-validation method. After training, we

verified the norm of the difference between the prediction and test results. The smaller the norm, the more accurate the

prediction is. If the norm is zero, the prediction is accurate. Figure C3 presents an overview of the running times of Steps

3 and 4. From the figure, it is evident that the testing time is in training model which is only 0.07 s.

Generally, these results indicate that the proposed data-trading protocol is highly efficient, specifically when we precom-

pute the DkeyGen algorithm.
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Figure C3 Simulation results of machine learning in the data trading protocol
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